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Image mosaic has been a research hot spot of the computer vision technology 
and image processing.Through approachsof Image Based Rendering,it represents a 
high-resolution and smooth image with large view,which consists of a number of 
discrete images information,and which well resolves the conflicting issues field of 
image view and resolution.In virtual reality technology,tourism,medical image 
processing,remote sensing measurement,aviation and military fields,the technology 
has a wide range of applications.Access to high-quality panorama of traditional 
methods relies on special equipment,for this image stitching algorithm,it is difficult to 
meet the needs of the wider.In this paper，considering the characteristics of the camera 
to obtain images,we research image registration and image automatic sorting 
problem． 
The chief study of this paper is the technology of image mach on the basis of 
summing up existing technology. The follow is the primary job. First, the cylinder 
projection is chooses after compare the merits and drawbacks of various projection 
methods, and then study the effect factor of camera focus and level visual angle. 
Second, a new image math method based on feature points is proposed. Robust SIFT 
is chooses after compare the SIFT, SUSAN corner and Harris corner. Through this 
method the feature points of images that overlapping are detected and match them 
using the method of Nearest Neighbors and then throw off the wrong match feature 
points. The two image coordinates are normalized in one coordinate system after 
acquire the perspective and transform matrix through the method of least square 
method which used the accurate match feature points. In the image fusion process, the 
traditional fade out algorithm is improved, the composite weighted method into 
Szeliski, the original image pixel and image fusion pixel generated by stitching on the 
plane, realize the transition between adjacent images of natural smooth, compared 
with the traditional method, the fusion effect has been greatly improved. 
In addition,we summarize fully automatic image stitching algorithm in the field 
of image mosaic,based on the improved registration algorithm,and realize a fully 
automatic image stitching algorithm．Experimental results show that the algorithm can 
splice the region of more overlapping images effectively,improve the accuracy of 















time，and have a good robustness;And the algorithm can achieve a number of images 
automatic sorting and matching,which has a good stability,without human 
intervention.Finally,we summarize the content,and propose the next phase of research 
and the field of image mosaic of the prospect of future development． 
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